
Rudolf Steiner’s 1918 Project with Jan Stuten for a New
Colored “Light-Play-Art,” PART 2

by David Adams

In this 2021 second part to my original 2004/2012 article 
about Rudolf Steiner’s 1918 project for a new colored “light-

play-art” I want primarily to present updated work on reviving 
a kind of usually smaller-scale form of light-play-art that has 
taken place in North America in the years since approximately 
2010. Based on my original articles about Steiner’s initative 
printed in the Spring-Summer 2004 issue (#22) of the Art 
Section Newsletter, an email discussion group of interested 
anthroposophical artists arose to carry out further research, 
conversation, and experiments in how such a moving colored 
light art-form could be realized in practice in the 21st century 
as well as researching past artistic efforts outside of anthro-
posophy to develop a non-representational “visual music” art-
form, primarily through film and video, but also through sev-
eral other devices, such as the “Clavilux”  machines invented 
by Thomas Wilfred (1899-1968) for his Lumia art or the light 
shows with their various equipment developed for pupular mu-
sic concerts by a number of parties starting in the 1960s. To-
day a  number of contemporary artists also work in interesting 
ways with somewhat similar art forms, usually projected com-
puter videos, but sometimes combined with other mediums or 
using other methods (see two sample photos in the first section 
below). Steiner’s initiative seems to me a bit different from 
nearly all of these projects, since he emphasized retaining a 
live human control of the moving light forms. However, I will 
provide at the end a bibliography of the articles about  some 
contemporary artists from past issues of the Art Section News-
letter for those who might want to look them up. 

With one exception (Leo Villreal, becaue of its references and 
discussion of larger issues) this essay will primarily present 
excerpts from the Newsletter reporting in chronological order 
on the relatively recent efforts by American anthroposophical 
artists to develop new forms of a colored light-play-art. These 
experiments and presentations  often took place and were 
reported as part of larger, multi-event artistic conferences, 
which I will also identify for reference while excerpting just 
the parts of articles relevant to a light-play-art consideration.

The Search for Humanity 
in Contemporary Art

This public Art-Section-sponsored conference of August 13-
15, 2010, took place in the “Basilica Industria” (or “Basilica 

Hudson”) in the small but bustling town of Hudson, New York. 
The “Basilica” location itself seemed to play an appropriate 
role: It was not an academic classroom or an art gallery setting 
(although there was a next-door exhibition space, Raising 
Matter, that was also used by the conference), but rather a huge, 
semi-converted factory/warehouse building with hopelessly 
high ceilings, exposed girders and infrastructure, tall windows, 
cracked concrete floors, and many signs of decades of heavy 
use (the conversion to cultural uses having been undertaken 

by Patrick Doyle). In the mainstream artworld such re-tooled 
industrial spaces have increasingly been used over the last few 
decades for art and museum galleries and artist’s studios. . . .

  Those at the conference were mostly looking for new seeds for 
their future practice of anthroposophicallly inspired visual art. 
I gave a slide lecture at the conference on “The Charcteristics 
and History of Postmodern Art and Its Relationahip to 
Anthropoosphy,” emphasizing what I see as a fundamental 
change in western culture since the 1960s, presenting a 
short work of performance art, and showing a few slides of 
contemporary artworks that seem to move in the direction of a 
moving “light art” (see two photos below). Due to an unexpected 
cancellation later, I also ended up presenting a short, impromptu 
slide talk on Steiner’s “light-play-art” initiative of 1918 and at 
the end several participants expressed a wish to pursue further 
the light-play-art initiative.

(escerpt with added text from issue #43/44 Autumn 2010)

Jennifer Steinkamp Swell 1995 computer animation projection

Olafu Eliasson Your Uncertain Shadow 2010 Berlin colord light 
 installation
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As I prepared to enter the “retrospective” exhibition of the 
art of Leo Villareal (“Animating Light”) at the Nevada Art 

Museum in Reno, Nevada, last April (2011), I was confronted 
at the entrance with the approximately 5-foot-square panel 
for Primordial (2009). Although its moving light patterns 
were only in black and white, I stood transfixed for at least 20 
minutes on that spot, marveling as the moving imagery seemed 
to recall at one moment the events within some prehistoric 
evolutionary “organic soup,” at another a microscopic view 
into internal body functions, and at another some kind of 
cosmic or galactic formation process. Although in the still 
photographs from Primordial (see illustration), it can appear 
something like a 
grid arrangement of 
small lights, in the 
actual perception 
there are mostly 
smooth, seamless 
transitions between 
ever moving, meta-
morphosing forms 
in various gradations 
of white, gray, and 
black. The gestalt-
forming processes 
of our visual 
perception tend to 
smooth over the 
transitions between 
the individual lights.

Villareal is one of 
a growing number 
of contemporary 
artists who work 
with moving 
non-objective or 
abstract imagery – 
usually computer 
animations that are 
either viewed on a monitor or projected as part of large-scale, 
multiscreen, immersive installations.1 These works, along 
with a related tradition in film and other media, are sometimes 
classified as part of a growing “visual music” movement in 
art (also known as color music, light-space art, expanded 
cinema, etc.). However, the medium Villareal uses is different 
than most contemporary practitioners; while the movement or 
“flash” patterns of his works are computer-driven, his primary 
visible medium is tiny, specialized LED (“light-emitting 
diode”) bulbs. Hundreds or many thousands of these are 
typically arranged in fields or “pixelscapes” of various sizes, 
as small as a foot wide to as large as architectural facades or 
entire buildings hundreds of feet tall or wide.  

As I eventually entered the gallery rooms of the Villareal 
exhibition, I noticed a variety of types of moving light 
pieces of different sizes and shapes, most also flooding their 
surrounding spaces (wall, floor, ceiling) with colored light 
reflections or radiations. I went to the show primarily to 
investigate if Villareal’s technique had implications for the 
further development of Rudolf Steiner’s unfulfilled project 
for a new colored “light-play-art.”2 I found this most to be the 
case with some of his larger pieces where the actual light from 
the colored bulbs was also diffused, usually behind sheets of 
translucent Plexiglas. 

For example, there 
was one rather 
beautiful wall-size 
(20’ wide) piece 
titled Amanecer 
(2010, Spanish for 
dawn or sunrise) 
that clearly related 
to the imagery one 
can have watching 
a sunrise in an 
expansively open 
landscape. The 
changes in the “flash 
patterns” of the tiny, 
variously colored 
LEDs moved at 
such a slow pace 
that the diffusive 
colors and patterns 
only very gradually 
and subtly seemed 
to change, at about 
the same pace 
as colors change 
during a sunrise.  A 
somewhat similar 
example would be 

the 24-foot-wide Field from 2007, now in the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York (see photographs next page). These 
works can call up in the viewer a sense of the sublime, of 
wonder, expansiveness, and spectacle.

Along with the exhibition was a helpful 191-page catalog 
book, Leo Villareal, edited by JoAnne Northrup of the San Jose 
Museum of Art (which organized this traveling show; page 
numbers in parentheses that follow are from this book). This 
volume supplies some helpful background and perspectives on 
this unusual artist. Born in 1967 in Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
Villareal was largely raised in the bi-national border region of 
El Paso, Texas, where the desert landscape left a lasting imprint. 
When he left the Southwest for high school in Rhode Island, 

The Electronic Light Art of Leo Villareal, Rudolf 
Steiner’s Light-Play-Art, and the Time-Image

Leo Villareal Primordial 2009 white LEDs, plexiglas, aluminum, custom software & hardware, 9 stills
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he gradually 
became more 
acquainted with 
contemporary 
and historical 
art and culture, 
e s p e c i a l l y 
through trips to 
New York City 
and Europe. 

His under-
g r a d u a t e 
education began 
as a theater 
major at Yale 
U n i v e r s i t y , 
where he 
designed and lit 
sets for student productions, but he soon changed his major to 
art. There he was especially influenced by the work of Marcel 
Duchamp (in the Yale University Art Gallery), Mark Rothko, 
Kiki Smith, Anselm Kiefer, Alice Aycock, Jenny Holzer, 
Richard Prince, and Jeff Koons. . . .

Villareal then studied film and video editing at New York 
University, worked as an intern at the Peggy Guggenheim 
Collection of modern art in Venice in 1991, and in 1992 enrolled 
as an M.A. student in the Interactive Telecommunications 
Program at NYU, studying computer graphics, programming, 
and interactive television. He came to know and be attracted to 
earlier efforts in light installation art by artists James Turrell, 
Dan Flavin, and Bruce Nauman. After his 1994 graduation he 

became an intern 
at the Interval 
R e s e a r c h 
C o r p o r a t i o n 
in Palo Alto, 
C a l i f o r n i a , 
working on 
“ I m m e r s i o n , 
’94,” a use of 
3-D rendering 
techniques and 
stereo imagery 
to create a virtual 
hike through the 
Canadian Banff 
National Forest. 

At this time 
he also began 

regularly attending the annual Burning Man festivals in the 
Black Rock Desert north of Reno, Nevada, experimenting 

with creating light-art pieces there beginning in 1997. 
There he has been attracted both to the “spectacle” 
aspect and to community interactions. His first design 
for Burning Man in 1997 consisted of 16 strobe lights 
and a Basic Stamp microcontroller assembled in a 
grid arrangement on a wooden lattice mounted on 
his camper. He found it 
intriguing and hypnotic, 
like staring into a digital-

age campfire. Just after 
this he encased the lights 

in a translucent acrylic box to 
form Stobe Matrix (see photograph 
above). 

In 2001 he started “Disorient” there, 
a dance-club-like envi-ronment 
featuring a dome, video projections, 
and a round, 80-strobe sculpture titled 

Leo Villareal Field 2007, 7 x 24’ LEDs. diffusion material, custom software & hardware

Leo Villareal Field 2007, 7 x 24’ 16 still shots, details as above

Leo Villareal Strobe Matrix 1997 plexiglas, strobe lights, 
custom software and electrical hardware 60 x 60 x12”

Leo Villareal Firmament 
2001 Burning Man



Firmament (see photograph previous page). He continued 
in succeeding years to create additional light sculptures for 
Burning Man, including the 2004 Bok Globule planetarium 
dome with fisheye projections along with the exterior network 
of lights, Supercluster (see photograph). His pulsating light 

sculptures as well as various versions of the large illuminated 
name “Disorient” (with complex, choreographed flash-
patterns cycling through “theme, variation, and permutation”) 
were visible for miles in the desert night, providing both an 
o r i e n t a t i o n 
point and 
simultaneously 
urging caution 
in the crazy, 
c h a o t i c 
environment of 
Burning Man.

B u r n i n g 
Man allowed 
Villareal to 
e x p e r i m e n t 
with work with 
and for many different kinds of people in a desert environment 
of various kinds of electronic nighttime lighting that can at 
times recall experiences of virtual spaces in computer 
games. He relates this to his student experiences 
where “there was the untouchable virtual world that 
existed on the other side of the screen where we 
would do our projects, and then there was the world 
that we lived in. I was trying to imagine a way to 
cross the membrane of the screen. Going to Burning 
Man started me thinking about ways that I could 
synthesize the experience of those two worlds.” (p. 
50)

After his initial artistic work with strobes and 
incandescent lights (both white and colored), he had 
already begun to work with the smaller LEDs (light 
emitting diodes) by 2000. He discovered that they 
provided up to 16 million different colors through a 
combination of red, green, and blue lights controlled 

individually through dimming, according to a scale of brightness 
from 0 to 255. The LEDs the viewer sees in his work dancing in 
changing patterns are driven by microcontrollers (small simple 
computers on a chip) or Macintosh minicomputers running 
custom software. The kind of higher-intensity LEDs Villareal 
uses only began being developed in the 1980s with steady 
increases in power and affordability since the 1990s. Typically 
used on a larger scale for advertising television billboard 
messages (think Times Square in New York City), LEDs 
were adapted by Villareal to his own purposes, programming 
them into creative and interesting sequential patterns. In 
an artistic way the very form of his work reflects aspects of 
our contemporary experience: quickly changing, complex, 
integrated with technology.

To program his displays he employs relatively simple 
algorithms (lists of rules that govern a predictable sequence of 
operations), although sometimes including randomly selected 
sequences. But out of this simple logic of rules surprisingly 
emerge the colorful, entrancing, beautiful, even joyous results 
that the viewer perceives. Steven B. Johnson in the catalog 
writes, ”This movement from algorithmic code to emergent 
swarms is the source of the rare and infectious joy that 
Villareal’s work elicits. It is, in some strange digital sense, life-
giving.”  Yet there is also a degree of unpredictability involved, 
as Johnson explains: “But with emergent art, the change is not 
merely interpretive, because the work is constantly changing: 
new shapes and clusters and patterns rippling across the 
screen, shapes that Villareal did not deliberately envision. 
What Villareal creates is not so much a work as it is a space of 
possibility.”  (p. 12)

It was not until 2004 that Villareal gained access to the 
tools that would allow him to also truly be a colorist, able to 
compose more complex sequencings in a range of thousands of 
colors. His exuberant Chasing Rainbows installation of 2004 
included 3 separate light-sculptures, each with 20 8-foot semi-
translucent plastic tubes (for diffusion and protection) densely 
packed with multicolored LEDs, installed next to each other 
(see photographs) and flashing with constantly changing color 
patterns. Soon using tiny pin-dot lights (smaller than a grain of 
rice), he developed coloristically layered patterns that create 

Leo Villareal & Carter Emmart Bok Globule 2004 LEDs, metalized cloth,  
aluminum, zero gravity couches, and fisheye projection system, ca. 18’ dia.

Leo Villareal Chasing Rainbows (New Haven) 2004 5 x 24’ 4 still shots
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an effect of interacting 
multiple dimensions.

The fact that 
Villareal installs 
his “programmed 
microcosmos” (p. 
11) or “electronic 
performances” into 
physical environments 
gives his work a spatial 
and social dimension 
that goes beyond most 
of what we usually 
refer to as “digital 
art.”  Some pieces even 
include motion-capture 
technology to involve 
visitor movements in 
what is perceived. “The 
life on the screen is 
not merely a private exchange between viewer and software. 
Instead, it becomes part of a large public encounter. Seeing 
those flocks and trails forming on the panels above makes 
us see the flocks and trails of human groups around us with 
new clarity.” (p. 11) In addition and by the artist’s intention, 
the works Villareal creates make viewers viscerally aware of 
the activity and temporal pace of their own visual perception, 
while at the same time Villareal is trying to use his work as a 
vehicle for a preconscious, preverbal kind of communication, 
even an alteration of viewer’s consciousness. Sometimes a 
work even seems to have a more explicit spiritual import, as in 
the mandala/yantra-like changing central patterns of Big Bang 
(2008, 59 inches diameter, see photographs below).

But Villareal does not put his light technology in the service 
of some larger conceptual mission. Rather, he uses it as a 

medium in itself with 
its own language. 
For Villareal it is the 
algorithmic computer 
code that is the 
essence of the work, 
even the real medium; 
how the colored light 
manifests is, in a 
way, the secondary 
p h e n o m e n o n 
(although he has 
come to appreciate 
more and more that 
the colored light 
patterns emerging 
from this code is all 
the viewer perceives). 

One other aspect of 
Villareal’s art is his 

architectural installations, where site-specific light structures 
are either inserted into building interiors or onto facades. 
These works add a fourth, temporal dimension to the usual 
three dimensions of architecture. His most famous work of this 
type is the 200-foot-long tunnel connecting the east and west 
buildings of the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. 
Called Multiverse, this 2008 permanent installation consists of 
41,000 LEDs clipped within the gaps separating the aluminum 
slats that line the tunnel (see photograph above). A captivating 
trail of starry white light seems to move in ever-changing 
forms through the space, controlled by an unseen digital 
control panel.
 
Another example is Supercluster of 2003 that was attached to 
the building façade of the P.S. 1 gallery in New York City. Its 45’ 
by 120’ matrix of LEDs mounted on a nylon webbing created 
an intense series of moving light patterns. Other architectural 
works include exterior installations for the Albright-Knox Art 
Gallery in Buffalo, New York (Light Matrix, 2005, 16’ x 80’), a 
12,000-LED work for the Neuman Museum of Contemporary 
Art in Kansas City 
(Microcosm, 2007, 25’ x 
50’), the Tampa Museum 
of Art in Florida (Sky 
2010, 45’ x 300’), a 
current renovation of 
the Bahrain airport, and 
an unaccepted proposal 
for the 1,821’ tall Lotte 
Super Tower in Seoul, 
North Korea (to use 
sequences of LEDs 
bursting and fading all 
over the exterior, making 
parts of the façade seem 
to disappear. Seemingly, 
the only “content” of 
all of these works is the 
architecture itself. Leo Villareal Big Bang 2008 59” dia. LEDs 4 still shots

Leo Villareal Multiverse 2008 site-specific installation of LEDs, custom software and electrical 
hardware 200’ long, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. underground walkway

Leo Vallreal Project for Lotte Super 
Tower, Seoul, North Korea 2006
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Although Villareal’s work can recall aspects of popular culture 
like Las Vegas, Christmas lights, lava lamps, concert light 
shows, etc., his work, like much art in our postmodern age, 
combines both high and low artistic imagery and effects and 
thus exerts a much wider appeal than most products of the 
traditional elite “artworld.” It has been said that he is fusing 
modernist ideas of optical experience and color exploration 
with postmodern digital artmaking, or that he is embodying 
the 1960s aesthetic for the digital age. 

Ever since I saw the Villareal exhibition, I have been asking 
myself how suitable his use of moving patterns of colored 
LEDs might be for anthroposophical art. Some earlier work 
(especially using ordinary incandescent light bulbs or strobe 
lights), where you can almost visually 
follow the pattern of the flash sequences, is 
clearer to follow than the later dense fields 
of constantly changing tiny LED lights, but 
also is less subtle and loses its interest more 
quickly. At times the artificial-intelligence, 
wind-up-key, mechanical quality of changing 
colored lights whose illumination is driven 
by computer programming can be felt to 
be somewhat alienating to the human soul 
life, somewhat removing what is perceived 
from the sphere of art to that of technology 
(although this is assuming these two areas 
cannot be combined). While in some senses 
mimicking the system of a living holistic 
organism, the “emergent behavior” (an 
idea from complexity and chaos theories) 
in Villareal’s art occurs within a non-living, 
non-etheric complex system. Only quite 
careful, sensitive design in this medium will overcome this 
mechanistic quality, as will a knowing mimicking of real 
astral phenomena. One can question when too much of an 
Ahrimanic element has been introduced into Lucifer’s realm. 
It also would help if an awareness of the Goethe/Steiner color 
theory informed the programming of changing colored lights.

Rudolf Steiner spoke about the need for future visual art 
to become more musical, to involve more the element of 
time.3 His initial work in this direction – for example in the 
metamorphic forms in the first Goetheanum – placed the 
focus of the metamorphic movement between the forms (of 
column capitals and architrave, for example) or through color 
perspective dynamics within the soul of the viewer (while 
the outer physical work remains statically in place). The real 
work of art lives not in the outer physical object but in the 
soul of the viewer, said Steiner.4 This raises the question of 
how appropriate introducing an external movement into 
colored visual forms is for an anthroposophical artistic work, 
especially a mechanical or computerized movement. 

When in 1918 Steiner proposed the creation of a new light-
play-art to Jan Stuten to counteract the effects of the early 
cinema (moving pictures), it seems that all of the movement 
of the colored lights and forms they envisioned was to 
be generated by human hand movements (perhaps also 
manipulating small objects or silhouette forms in front of the 

projected colored electric light, as later worked out by Hans 
Jenny and Christiaan Stuten5; surviving information is not fully 
clear). That might offer an alternative to the more mechanical 
movements of the filmic process (a “humanly detached 
technical device,” as described by Steiner). Thus, this would 
be an external movement but one under direct human control. 
Yet given the enormous development in technology and forms 
of art since the time of Steiner (including film technology), I 
wondera little how essential this aspect still is. At the base of 
any external artistic movement is always some foundation of 
human control (from an artistic imagination), whether this is 
at the level of computer programming or operation of a camera 
or the variety of external movements (of performers, sets, and 
lighting) in theatrical or even eurythmy presentations. 

Elements of time and movement have been 
added to the visual arts throughout the 
twentieth century. In mainstream modernist 
art physical motion began to be added to 
sculpture already in the 1920s by the Russian 
Constructivists and moreso by Alexander 
Calder in his “mobiles” (moved either by 
motors or by wind and touch). Also the 
early development of “kinetic sculpture” in 
art was created in works by Laszlo Moholy-
Nagy, Naum Gabo, and, a bit later, Jean 
Tingely ((and probably others as well). In 
two-dimensional and color art we have the 
moving images of “visual music” pioneers 
like Thomas Wilfred (the Lumia creations of 
his Clavilux inventions), several inventors 
of “color organs,” and the tradition of 
abstract film (e.g., lost Futurist films, Walter 

Ruttmann, Hans Richter, Viking Eggling, Oskar Fischinger, 
Len Lye, John and James Whitney, Mary Ellen Bute, Jordan 
Belson, Stan Brakhage, and others).6 Also in the Futurist and 
Dada movements we saw the beginnings of “performance 
art” that only fully emerged in the 1960s and beyond (along 
with video art, which further developed into today’s computer 
animations). I am coming to favor the general use of the term 
“time-image” for these new visual artworks where elements 
of time and motion (or “music”) are integrated with visual 
elements. This is a term used (in a more restricted sense for 
films) by postmodern philosopher Gilles Deleuze in his two 
books on cinema (and borrowed from earlier philosopher 
Henri Bergson).7

Although Villareal’s way of adding motion to visual images 
is computer-driven (or actually, algorithm-driven), it is actual 
LED (i.e., semiconductor) illumination that is perceived by 
the viewer as an “object” in physical space rather than a 
computer animation moving in illusory or “virtual space.” 
Also, especially when the LEDs are diffused, the motion can 
take place at a very slow and subtle, more “human” pace, 
so that colors seem to very gradually blend into each other 
or become transformed into other colors or color patterns. 
Do these distinctions really matter? Are there some kinds 
of actual motion in art that are too “outer” or “virtual” to 
be acceptable? Do certain kinds of outer motion not leave 

Leo Villareal Sunburst 2002, 60” diameter
 incandescent bulbs, plexiglas 
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the viewer’s perception free enough? Is a mimicking of the 
moving colored forms within the astral body (or astral world) 
an appropriate (or even possible) criterion for evaluating these 
kind of  time-images? What (if any) are the boundaries of an 
anthroposophical colored ‘light-play-art”? These are some 
questions it would be nice to see the anthroposophical art 
movement begin to grapple with.

Part of this research could also concern itself with comparing 
and contrasting qualities of various light sources (colored or 
not and by what means colored) – from the various types of 
electric bulbs (incandescent, fluorescent, quartz, mercury 
vapor, semiconductor LEDs, etc.) to computer/video screen 
illumination (CRT, plasma, LED) to lasers to bioluminescence 
to flames to sunlight to the “inner light” of etheric and astral 
realms – and to consider the suitability, applicability, and limits 
of use of each for a spiritually informed visual art. There is 
also the difference between direct 
and indirect (either projected 
or reflected) light as well as the 
impact of different lenses or other 
“filtering mediums” through 
which the light might shine and 
be manipulated.

Color perspective effects seem to 
work with colored light as well 
as pigment, although the impact 
of the relative colors may differ 
somewhat. For example, in the art 
of stained glass it is normally the 
deep blues that project forward the 
strongest, rather than the reds (the 
opposite of the effect of opaque 
painted colors).  But, of course, 
it also is different using color 
perspective on a flat screenlike 
surface and as projected light 
within three-dimensional physical 
space and/or on objects. 

I want to raise these various issues 
so that we can start contemplating, 
discussing, dialoging, and 
artistically researching them in 
the context of developments in 
contemporary art that have moved 
quite a long way from Steiner’s 
original work in traditional visual artistic media in the early 
twentieth century. In a succeeding article I hope to write more 
about the long modernist tradition of “visual music,” whose 
original center of activity was the sometimes-named but often 
forgotten “absolute music” movement in Germany in the 1920s 
and early 1930s – part of the context in which Steiner’s original 
proposal for a colored light-play-art (a term also used by others 
at that time) took place. 

Although large scale is an important factor in many of 
Villareal’s light pieces, you can view smaller videos of many 

of Villareal artworks on youtube, including Primordial, Big 
Bang, and Multiverse, as well as videos featuring the artist: 
Villareal speaking about his work: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ykki6m96Pgk
Visiting Villareal in His Studio http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=HplsGiSmnJI&feature=related
San Jose Museum Interview with Villareal:hsttp://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=ML88Lf6D0PE&feature+related
National Gallery of Art Interview with Villareal:http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v= Jxjhki-s3V8
 ____________________________________
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Leo Villareal Particle Chamber 2000 installation at Exit Art, New York
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Synaesthesia in Art and Music since 1900 (Los Angeles: 
Museum of Contemporary Art, 2005); Paul Young and Paul 
Duncan, eds., Art Cinema (Cologne: Taschen, 2009); Robert 
Russell and Cecile Starr, Experimental Animation: Origins of 
a New Art (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Da Capo Press, 1988); 
Steve Anker, Kathy Geritz, and Steve Seid, eds., Radical 
Light: Alternative Film and Video in the San Francisco Bay 
Area, 1945-2000 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
2010); William C. Wees, Light Moving in Time: Studies in the 
Visual Aesthetics of Avant-Garde Film (Berkley: University of 
California Press, 1992); Cindy Keefer, “’Space Light Art’ – 
Early Abstract Cinema and Multimedia, 1900-1959” in White 
Noise (Melbourne: ACMI, 2005) but also available at www.
centerforvisualmusic.org; William Moritz, “The Dream of 
Color Music, and Machines that Made It Possible” at www.
awn.com/articles/profiles/dream-color-music-and-machines-
made-it-possible; William Moritz, “Jordan Belson, Last of 
the Great Masters,” Animation Journal (Chapman University, 
1999) but also available at www.centerforvisualmusic.org; and 
Tom DeWitt, “ Visual Music: Searching for an Aesthetic ,” 
Leonardo, 20 (1987), pp. 115-122.

7 Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 1: The Movement-Image 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1986); and, 
especially, Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 2: The Time-Image 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1989).

(excerpt from issue #36 Autumn/Winter 2011)

“You are most warmly invited to the third summer 
conference sponsored by Free Columbia and The Art 

Section of the School for Spiritual Science' – so read the 
invitation to this mementous artistic event held in the Basilica 
Industria in Hudson, N.Y. from July 20 to 22, 2012. . . .

The conference exhibition, titled “Spacing Time,” opened the 
evening before the conference formally began, starting at 4:00 
on Thursday, July 19, in the “Great Hall “ of the Basilica, a 
former factory/warehouse building now devoted to cultural 
purposes. . . .

Beyond the Object – 
Beyond Sensation

Around 6:00 we were  
called to move back to 
the auditorium / theater 
room to view a “color/
light/sound performance” 
(or “vocal music/kinetic 
painting piece”) of William 
Blake’s early, dreamlike, 
visionary poem, “The Book 
of Thel” (1789). Created 

during the preceding July 
14-18 experimental workshop on “Light, Color, Music, and 
Puppetry,” this was presented as a new kind of “puppetry” that 

was on a large 
screen (maybe 
12 feet high?) 
by a group of 5 
puppeteers led 
by Nathaniel 
Williams and 
Laura Summer 
(also including 
Lisa Bono, 
Karen Dare, and 
Andrea Williams) 
along with five 
singers. Initially 
inspired by Ru-
dolf Steiner’s 
unfulfilled 1918 
project for a 
new colored 
“light-play-art” 
as an alternative 
to cinema, the 
p r e s e n t a t i o n 
involved three 
o v e r h e a d 
p r o j e c t o r s 

throwing various prepared transparent colored backgrounds 
onto the screen, as well 
as some spontaneously 
painted backgrounds 
that were part of 
the performance, 
moving jointed 
“shadow puppets,” 
stencils and cut-out 
figures, reflections 
from patterned and 
segmented mirrors, 
as well as other 
special effects, the 
most impressive in 
my opinion being 
the delicate waving 
forms of nature beings 
created by blowing on 
clear trays of water 
placed on top of an 

Fig. 6. Singers from The Book of Thel, performance of July 19, 2012, Hudson.

Fig. 7. Thel and the Lily of the Valley, from The Book of 
Thel, still scene, 2012.

Fig. 8. The Clod Inviting Thel into the 
Earth, from The Book of Thel, still scene.
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overhead projector. 

After an initial reading of a retelling of Blake’s poem by 
Ellen Cimino, the performance on the large screen began, 
accompanied by some extraordinary, very original, haunting, 
and moving – at times, even otherworldly –  a capella vocal 
music and rhythms partly composed, seemingly partly 
improvised, and led by Marisa Michelson and Faye Shapiro, 
with additional vocal accompaniment at times by Ellen Cimino, 
Katie Schwerin, and Don Jamison (photo previoius page). The 
poem is basically a tale of a young virgin, the youngest daughter 
of the Seraphim, named Thel, who tentatively moves from the 
realm of the unborn or innocence into the world of experience 
and earthly nature. She begins to explore the mysteries of 
sorrow, death, and the flesh through encounters with nature 
spirits in the form of a Lily of the Valley, then a cloud, then 

a worm, and finally a Clod of Clay, but then fearfully flees 
back into her unborn heavenly realm. The poem begins and 
ends with “Thel’s Motto” with its Blakean metaphors of sexual 

regeneration and the call to take the state of innocence into the 
state of experience:
Does the Eagle know what is in the pit?
Or wilt thou go ask the Mole?
Can Wisdom be put in a silver rod?
Or Love in a golden bowl? . . .

Friday Evening Performances
The next evening began with another performance of William 
Blake’s “The Book of Thel,” presented for the full conference. 

This was followed by a musical concert. . .

After this, I presented 
a program of projected 
works of historical 
examples from the 
tradition of “visual 
music.” I showed 
these in the context 
of Rudolf Steiner’s 
unfulfilled 1918 
initiative with Jan 

Stuten to create a new colored “light-play-art” of forms and 
colors moving to music or speech, but controlled by the 
human being” as an alternative to cinema. A diverse tradition 
reaching back several centuries, “visual music” or “color 
music” includes the invention of color organs and other similar 
machines, abstract experimental films, concert light shows, 
and more recent projected computer animation works. All of 
these works strive to move beyond the fixed visual-art object, 
bringing more time, motion, and music into the visual arts. 

We looked at a couple of early films from the 1920s in 
Germany by Viking Eggling and Oskar Fischinger (who was 
very interested in anthroposophy at the time), followed by two 
later color animated films by Fischinger, one set to jazz music 
and one silent (see still photo). Two films by California artist 
Jordan Belson followed (who was inspired by Fischinger after 
his move to Hollywood in 1936), Samadhi (1967) and Epilogue 
(1984), showcasing examples of his very spiritual approach to 

Fig. 9. Live Painting a Scene like that in The Book of Thel 
on the overhead projector, Kinetic Painting Workshop, 
2012, Hudson, NY.

Fig. 11. Puppeteers Working from Behind the Screen with Overhead 
Projectors, Kinetic Painting Workshop, 2012, Hudson, NY.

Fig. 43. Oskar Fischinger Allegretto 1936-1943 still from 35 mm film

Fig. 45. Jordan Belson Samadhi 1967 film still
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setting moving colored forms to music (see still photos). We 
then viewed a couple of excerpts of silent, flowing color works 
created by Thomas Wilfred in New York as part of his “lumia” 
art on specially invented machines (the Clavilux) in 1932 and 
1948. Finally we concluded with three somewhat more recent 
works by experimental filmmaker Stan Brakhage, scratched 

and painted directly onto filmstrip and silently projecting a 
more rapid dance of ever-changing colors expressing various 
themes (see still photo). . . .
 
Saturday Evening Performances
Saturday evening began with us gathered in the “auditorium” 
room for a demonstration of a new “colored light/shadow” 
approach to puppetry being worked out by Katie Schwerin 

from New Hampshire. She gave three separate demonstrations 
on a relatively small puppet-theater-sized screen, perhaps four 
feet in width, each accompanied by cello music played live by 
Nathan Kimbal. Visually, the first performance showed plant 
forms and flowers (see photo), the second one showed delicate 
moving veils of various colors (a bit like eurythmy veils; see 
photos next column), and the third showed more abstract or 

geometric forms and patterns on the screen. These forms were 
created by Katie’s two assistants, Jen Close and Eric O’Sullivan, 
working (“dancing,” as Katie said) from behind the screen and 
its large frame with various objects and materials, while Katie 

Fig. 47. Stan Brakhage Night Music 1986 still from handpainted film

Fig. 69. Katie Schwerin Plant Forms colored shadows projection still

Katie Schwerin Colored Veils colored shadows projection, 2012

Katie Schwerin Colored Veils Jen Close working behind screen
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“painted” from the front by mixing in different proportions of 
colored lights with a six-channel dimmer box. All three pieces 
were performed again, with an invitation to watch them from 
“behind” the screen to see the techniques used. There we could 
see that there were three spotlights with colored theatrical gels 
mounted on each side of the screen directed to the space just 
behind it: three warm colors of red, orange, and yellow on one 
side, and three cool colors of blue, violet and green on the other 
side. The crossing of the changing colored lights over materials 
in the center created ever-shifting patterns of moving colored 
shadows on the screen (see photo previous page). . . .

(excerpts from issue #38, Autumn/Winter 2012)

1. A large horizontal mirror with colored felt-tip pen markings 
in color-arranged rows, like a palette. Flashlights or spotlights 
shone onto it reflect the colors selected onto the screen above. 
Operated by Michael Hpward from behind the screen.

2.A “water puppet” (cloth on two long sticks) operated behind 
the screen inside a large, 45-gallon aquarium full of water by 
Andrea Williams, with a single-colored overhead projector 
shining from behind through the aquarium. 

3. A potter’s wheel on which was mounted in the center a 
transparent plastic cylinder covered with irregular, rounded 
pieces of  transparent red, yellow, and blue (primary colors) 
film/gels, with vertical lines in between, a mirror on the 
bottom, and crumpled pieces of iridescent “Fantasy Film” in 
the center in various colors. This was operated by Nathaniel 
via a flashlight that he shone on the bottom mirror so that it 
projected through the colored gels of the foot-rotated cylinder 
making Thomas Wilfred-like lumias in the central lower-half 
of the screen (sometimes also creating secondary colors from 
shining through two overlapping, transparent primary color 
films on opposite sides of the cylinder). 

The Art Convergence One

Visual artists tend to be a somewhat isolated lot, usually 
working on their creations by themselves in their own 

separate studio spaces. From this way of working it is not clear 
how the future “social art” that Rudolf Steiner spoke of can 
ever evolve.

Last summer’s “Art Convergence” – a major week-long 
event in Philmont, New York, following up from the previous 
summer’s conference “Beyond the Object, Beyond Sensation” 
– was intended to “converge” a number of invited artists to 
explore together what might develop by focusing on the 
theme of artistic process and working in at least somewhat 
more social ways. These included pre-conference study of 
artists’ working methods, artists’ presentations of both their 
creative process and finished works of art, daily conversations 
on the above, visiting each other’s studios, and, at least for 
some, collaborative artistic working or performances. The 22 
artists who participated from July 28 to August 4 came from 
several countries and were primarily drawn from those who 
had been part of one or more of the summer art conferences 
held in Hudson, New York, over the previous three years, co-
sponsored by the local Free Columbia art training and the Art 
Section in North America. Many were working with newer 
forms of anthroposophical art, or at least newer mediums, such 
as installation, light art, and performance art. The artists were 
set up in a variety of studio spaces in the Philmont/Harlemville 
area. . . .

Performances of Expanded Cinema (Visual Music): 
Cloudburst and Aria on the G String – Nathaniel Williams, 
Katie Schwerin, Michael Howard, Kelly Beekman, Andrea 
Williams

I was able to observe and even participate a bit in a couple of 
the earlier group rehearsals/workshops for this Friday evening 
performance involving five performers. There I was fascinated 
to observe the variety of new prototype devices that Nathaniel 
Williams had recently invented to create projections of moving 
patterns of colored light on a large screen (see photographs 
following). These included the following (mentioning the 
operator of each device during the performance):

Michael Howard Operating the Mirror “Palette” in Cloudburst

Andrea Williams Operating the “Water Puppet” Device in Violet
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4. 2 large (ca. 2’ dia.), connected 
parallel (on top of each other 
about 2” apart), plastic “color 
wheels/disks” that can be 
rotated independently and 
are irregularly covered with 
various colors of transparent 
colláge materials, also some cut 
posterboard pieces on the top of 
one disk, and colored dyeband 
ink. The disks were arranged on 
top of each other about 2 inches 
apart on top of an overhead 
projector, and were operated 
by Kelly Beekman. Kelly also 
manipulated various pieces of 
cardboard on the surface of 
the overhead projector – for 
example, two rectangular pieces 
that can open an expanding 
V-shaped wedge-shaped 
space between 
them and some 
with patterns 
cut out like 
stencils (for 
example, the 
pattern of 
a radiating 
“halo” circle or 
scattered small 
spots).

5. An overhead 
p r o j e c t o r 
covered with 
a transparent 
wood-framed glass plate holding sand and soil and mounted 
ca. 4” above the surface of the overhead projector. As operated 
by Nathaniel, he ran his fingers through the sand to make 
transparent, moving, linear, white-light patterns (“slots”) 

projected onto the screen. 

6.Seven variously colored theatrical gels mounted over white 
spotlights on either side of the back of the screen with warm 
colors on one side 
and cool colors on 
the other side. The 
mixer for these 
lights was operated 
by Katie Schwerin 
from behind the 
screen.

There was also a 
limited amount of 
further technical 
exploration and 
e x p e r i m e n t a t i o n 
during the week: for 
example, shining a 
flashlight through a 
small wire Christmas 
tree to see what 
patterns were formed 
on the screen. 
To invent these 

Colored Cylinder on Potter’s Wheel-2 Views

Kelly Beekman Operating the “Parallel Disks” Device

“Parallel Disks” Device, Close Up

Nathaniel Williams Operating the “Cylinder”

Nathaniel Williams et al., Cloudburst still shot, colored light 
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prototypes Nathaniel 
said he studied both 
Jordan Belson’s late 
visual music filmed 
work and  Thomas 
Wilfred’s colored-
light-art-generating 
“lumia” devices to 
try to figure out how 
they achieved their 
effects – and then 
created other devices 
that would do similar 
things.  

As a kind of further 
development of the 
light-art performance 
of a William Blake 
story-poem in the 
conference during 
the summer of 
2012, Nathaniel 
chose a 9-minute 
recording of the 
mid-1990s modern 
musical composition 
Cloudburst by 
Eric Whitacker for 
u n a c c o m p a n i e d 
chorus, piano, and 
percussion (primarily 
choral) and then spent 
weeks listening to it, 
letting the sounds take 
him to “a soul place” 
where they created 
“mood, color, form, 
and movement.”  He 
made a kind of “visual 
score” of the music to 
work with. From this, 
the final sequencing 
of the visual light 
effects to the changes 
in the music was 
then worked out 
collaboratively by 
Nathaniel and his 
four assistants for the 
evening performance. 

A fascinating variety 
of colored light 
effects and forms 
were produced, as the 
constantly changing 
colored-light patterns 
clearly followed the 

various nuances of 
this modern piece 
of music, effectively 
visualizing it 
for the audience 
(see still shots to 
either side). From 
the initial, dawn-
like blue streaks 
accompanying the 
opening, slowly 
intensifying choral 
strains through the 
intense yellow-
red illumination of 
several transcendent 
climaxes to the 
final fading away 
in a field of light 
green, the gently 
blending, rising, 
fading, and melting 
c o l o r - p a t t e r n s 
were meditatively 
absorbed by the 
spectators. (See 
h t t p s : / / v i m e o .
com/71894090 for a 
performance video.)

The second work 
presented was J. S. Bach’s “Aria on the G String,” from 
Orchestral Suite No. 3 (Vocal) in D Major, on a recording 
performed by Yo Yo Ma (cello) and Bobbie McFerrin (vocal). 
The movements for this were choreographed by Katie (see her 
drawing next page), who operated the mixer for the constantly 
changing colored spotlights on either side of the screen. This 
was visualized during the performance by Kelly, who, standing 
just behind the screen, created continually changing veil-
like colored shadows on the screen by moving between the 
spotlights a large piece of silk by means of two poles attached 
to either side.

Katie Schwerin J.S. Bach “Aria on the G String”  still shot + p. 14



pictures light up. From where I sat [on the audience’s side] 
during the practices and performance, I was both observer 
and creator. There were moments when Andrea made line 
or lighting shapes and I felt, ‘I’ve seen that.’ . . . It takes us 
on a journey that I couldn’t see while doing it: from warm 
to glowing, shimmering, intense heat to darkness and mystery 
of what was to come next, to murky, and on to the end. My 
favorite color was blue-green – a green light I see when I close 
my eyes, with a feeling of beauty, joy, ‘god’ – a perfect flash.

“Experiences in the colored light (forms, movements, 
interactions) seemed very familiar to me. They recalled inner 
experiences. I am not sure if it is the same for others, too. In 
the practice we always went back to the music.  Did the light 
create the same inner emotional experience as the music, so 
that we felt a harmony between the two? Then we just “went” 
with the music and discovered it – what worked and what 
didn’t. There was a clear collaboration between us. There were 
some ‘perfect’ moments. . . . I feel like I am at the beginning of 
a research project, eager to go on.”

(excerpt from 
issue # 40,          
A u t u m n /
Winter 2013)

Just before the “expanded 
cinema” performance 
began that evening, the 
local elementals made 
their own comment on 
“colored light art” by 
manifesting a beautiful 
rainbow in the fading 
early evening light of the 
sky outside, shortly after 
a natural “cloudburst” 
shower had occurred 
that afternoon (!). . . .

During the week 
Kelly completed a 
visual “chronicle” 
in colored pencils of 
her experiences working on the Cloudburst colored light 
performance. It included “still images” she mentally captured 
from the performance as well as experiences she had in her 
memory. Some of the still scenes in her drawing were created 
during rehearsals but not retained for the final performance. 
To finish the long sequential drawing on one of the strips of 
watercolor paper from Laura Summer, she changed parts of it 
to balance the colors so they flowed from one end to another.

She also made 
a number of 
c o m m e n t s 
about working 
with this 
new light-
art medium 
(slightly rearranged here): “I am living with the question, 
‘What are differences between projected light (like a movie), 
illuminated light (when we look through a colored slide or 
transparency), and reflected light (our direct vision)?’  All of 
them occurred at some time in the Cloudburst performance. . . .  

“This medium has been for me the closest way I have found to 
express what I see inside in meditation or imagination, where 
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Katie Schwerin “Choreographic Dia-
gram” for Bach’s “Aria on the G String”

Kelly Beekman Cloudburst colored pencil

Kelly Beekman Cloudburst detail, colored pencil on watercolor paper

Bill Whyte Experimenting with the “Parallel Disks” Light-Art 
Projection 0Device after the performance on Friday night

Musical Color: Art by 
Martina Angela Müller

Martina Angela Müller is a visual artist living in Ghent, 
New York, and practicing in a number of different 

artistic mediums, but primarily painting. Born and raised in 
Germany, she studied art at Emerson College in England, at 



Ruhruniversität in Bochum, and at the Institute for Waldorf 
Teacher Education Program in Witten-Annen, Germany. In 
her mid-twenties she moved to Eugene, Oregon, in the USA, 
where she was artist-in-residence at the Lane County Council 
of the Arts and co-founder of and art teacher at the Waldorf 
Teacher Education Program. 

After moving to upstate New York, she was co-founder with 
Laura Summer of Gallery 345, an experimental arts collection 
in Hudson, New York, whose mission was to engage the viewers 
in dialogue and activities. She currently works as a freelance 
artist and teaches 
at the Alkion 
Center for Adult 
Education, of 
which she is a co-
founder, and at the 
Hawthorne Valley 
Waldorf School. 
In addition to 
many exhibitions 
and work as a 
graphic designer, 
she has been 
in t e rna t iona l ly 
published as a 
children’s book 
illustrator. The 
following will 
explain and 
illustrate some of 
her bolder recent 
work, whenever 
possible described 
in her own words. 

In a recent article1, 
Martina relates 
the following: “At age seventeen, when I was an art student 
in high school, my teacher asked me if I had ever read Wassily 
Kandinsky’s book, Concerning the Spiritual in Art. I had not. 
And yet, it was as if a big destiny bell started tolling when 
I heard her mention the words “spiritual” and “art” in one 
sentence. I went to the library immediately, got the book, and 
started reading it while traveling along the rugged coast of 
Brittany in France. 

“Kandinsky’s book resonated deeply with me. My life’s impulse 
for artistic work was born that spring. Kandinsky’s description 
of each color, down to geometric gesture, taste, texture, age, 
and musical sound, was deeply exciting to me. His journey into 
the realm of the abstract defined my own search for artistic 
expression freed from the confines of representation. Yet I 
also wanted to master representation. At that time in my life 
I drew voraciously and painted with watercolor out in nature 
with J.M.W. Turner, the British master of landscape painting 
as my “designated” teacher. In my mid-twenties I returned to 
abstraction and have remained there ever since.

“It is the great privilege of non-representational painting that 
the colors are liberated from defined forms of things like 
mountains, fields, fabrics, buildings, and people. Instead, 
colors can freely interact without being confined to any 
imposed borders. I can hardly think of anything more exciting 
than watching colors unfold and move fluidly across the canvas 
as if driven by a wind or whispered on by the feathery touch of 
the brush, slowly moving toward a more defined composition.

“Although working with colors is mainly a visual activity, 
nevertheless, strangely enough, it has a lot to do with listening. 

Often I intently 
listen to the colors, 
carefully trying to 
be “obedient” to 
what they want 
to do and have to 
tell me, rather than 
trying to control 
every aspect of 
the process. I have 
also worked with 
Rudolf Steiner’s 
suggestions for 
the inner path 
of the artist, and 
have founded a 
lot of my work 
on Goethe’s color 
theory. In Rudolf 
Steiner’s January 
1, 1915 lecture 
on color2  . . . he 
spoke about the 
moral experience 
of color and 
tone. He gave a 
number of color 

meditations, the most exhaustive one on red. One visualizes 
the color, first as an exterior ‘surface’ and then inwardly, as 
one colors oneself completely inside and out with that color. 
One’s soul is moved to make a moral response to each color. 
It is remarkable. I also use this exercise with high school and 
adult students. It is always astonishing to me how especially 
the high school students’ work gets so much better after doing 
these exercises. I have worked with these color mediations for 
many years, and they form the bedrock of my work. They are 
a great stimulus to creativity; and as Rudolf Steiner puts it, 
they will yield unimaginable results in the future.  In addition, 
I work with Steiner’s Calendar of the Soul and have found the 
mantras to be invaluable to my art.

“I listen to nature as well. I have found that when I draw plants, 
rocks, animals, clouds, and other natural objects, I enlarge my 
own vocabulary of form by attempting to understand their 
inner and outer gesture more deeply. In both painting and 
drawing, I try to get closer to understanding the living forces 
of the etheric.”
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Martina Müller Moving Layers of Color and Light 2013 still shot of moving installation, Philmont, NY



On her website (www.martinaangelamuller.com) she adds 
the following: “I often get inspired by great pieces of music, 
by standing in the presence of great art, by nature and by 
sacred, meditative texts that I work with. These experiences 
can trigger a huge creative response, often like an image or 
imagination that forms itself in front of the inner eye as an 
activity of the soul and that I can see as clearly as a landscape 
painter would see a landscape and then feel impelled to paint 
it. Ever since I started painting abstractly I have worked with 
meditation as the lead in to the artistic process. Process itself is 
a vital part of my painting. Although I have a starting image or 
idea I leave a lot to what arises out of the process and see it as 
a great adventure in which unforeseen things happen and add 
unexpected detail to the whole story. . . .

Layers of Light 2009 installation
“Several years ago I sat in my son’s orchestra rehearsal 
while they were working on Brahms’ second piano concerto. 
Listening with my eyes closed I could feel the imagination for 
this installation forming itself in front of my inner eye. It was 
a very intense ‘inner working’ that took at least an hour, of 
trying to imprint this movement and light deeply enough into 
my memory to then make it into an installation later.”

“In the fall of 2009 I installed Layers of Light at the Basilica 
Industria in Hudson, NY for Artswalk. Thirty wire sculptures 
stretched with semi-sheer spandex spun on four large mobiles 
in front of a backlit scrim, painted with movements of water 
ripples on it. A red, backlit panel as well as a stone sculpture 
created a focal point (see illustrations).” Martina was a recipient 
of a Credere Fund grant that she used for this installation.

Moving Layers of Color and Light 2013 installation
“This [2009] installation was a practice run for a more 
involved installation of the same sculptures in November 
2013 that also involved colored lights, so that an interplay of 
colored lights and shadow in constant movement was created.” 
“This time I was very much looking forward to being able to 
observe colored lights and shadows on the moving sculptures, 
much like one can observed these light phenomena on snow 
during sunset and sunrise, only in this setting with much more 

intense colors and more possibilities for manipulation.” “That 
complemented the sculptures with a performance aspect, and 
created a piece of art in constant movement, something for the 
viewer to get lost in and feel invited to linger, as forms and 
colors change.”

“Although this is still more of a working model that really 
needs more funds, a very different space and projected lighting 
with programmed subtle light changes on a continuous loop 
to really bring out how it could be, it goes in the direction of 
an ephemeral, light, and ever-changing visual art that almost 
has a performance aspect to it. I imagine maybe even fifty or 
sixty sculptures, instead of the current thirty, that could also be 
rigged in groups and orbit each other in circular, lemniscate, 

Martina Müller Layers of Light 2009 Installation, Hudson, NY

Martina Müller Layers of Light 2009 Installation, Hudson, New York

Martina Müller Moving Layers of Color and Light 2013 installation
16



and up-and-down movements. 

“My husband Eric G. Müller improvised music on guzheng 
and gongs while I was changing the theatrical lights on a 
dimmer board, creating dawns, erie awakenings, strong midday 
hues, and rich sunset colors on the moving sculptures for the 
opening of the 2013 Art Show in Philmont, New York this 
November. The sculptures are made of steel rods and stretched 
with spandex that was sewed on by hand. Two fans provided 
gentle air movement so that the sculptures were continually in 

motion. Later that week my son Julian Müller, who is a cello 
performance major at the Cleveland Institute of Music, joined 
Eric with the musical accompaniment. We tried to synchronize 
the colors and the music so that they formed a cohesive whole. 
The backdrop is a white piece of gauze that I painted with 
water ripples that I observed and photographed in the harbor 
of Chania on Crete. [See the video with sound on youtube at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwzIKmxpuQA.]

“For the duration of the exhibit we had several “light shows,” 
some with, some without music. Visitors to the exhibit 

described their experience with the installation as ‘color 
therapy,’ ‘extremely relaxing,’ ‘magical,’ like an ‘underwater 
experience,’ ‘disembodied souls,’ and ‘deep inner peace.’ On 
the last night we created a short film that will be posted to the 
internet. The installation was on view along with other art work 
from Nov 23rd through the weekend of December 1st, 2013.” 
(see illustrations)

(excerpt from issue # 40, Autumn/Winter 2013)

Martina Müller Moving Layers of Color and Light 2013 installation - 
2 still views

Mercury Standing in the 
Balance

This public conference titled Mercury Standing in the 
Balance: The Genesis and Task of the Anthroposophical 

Art Impulse and featuring presentations by Christian Hitsch 
from Dornach as well as three artistic workshops and other 
events took place from August 1 to August 3,2014, in Stegmann 
Hall at Rudolf Steiner College in Fair Oaks, California. It 
was planned, co-sponsored, and followed by a meeting of the 
Council of the Visual Arts Section in North America. . . .

Michael Howard – Light Art Workshop Introduction
Our practice of this new “light art” is at the stage of something 
like the beginning of eurythmy. We are not only still learning 
how to play the instruments for it, but we are also still learning 
how to build the instruments. Special flashlights are my 
primary instruments. We try to achieve a correlation between 
the tones of music and moving colors. Some of you may know 
the Chladni plate physics experiment, where a violin bow is 
drawn across a plate covered with iron filings and the resulting 
vibrating tone causes the filings to organize themselves 
into complex, often beautiful patterns. Light-art tries to do 
something like animate those patterns, to bring them into 
movement. 

Much of the artistic work is trying to coordinate the music 
moving in time and the colors moving visually across the 
screen. I have always been very inspired by music in my visual 
art work. For this new art form I try to take my cues from 
what the music is doing. For example, at certain points you can 
feel you are advancing into space or else that space is moving 
away from you. With these flashlights I can widen or contract 
the beam, which seems to feel like either moving forward or 17
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backward, closer or further away. I try to work with the nature 
of contrasting qualities: opening and closing, moving in and 
out, up and down, right and left, forward and backward, or 
diagonally. For example, it seems that you tend to feel you are 
opening up as you go upward vertically rather than closing as 
you go up. I explore these things intuitively. Another example 
is how in one piece the orange and red colors stream in to match 
the sounding of trumpets. There is a risk of having too much 
freedom, also with color patterns forming way too quickly for 
a phlegmatic like myself. So I have been trying to find these 
more objective principles to ground this work. I want to be able 
to trust my qualitative feelings to go beyond just my own likes 
and dislikes. 

Saturday Night Presentations, August 2
Three special presentations took place on Saturday night. First 
was the performance in the Music Room by Michael Howard 
of four examples of the new “light art” he has been developing, 
more or less in association with other light artists on the east 
coast over the last few years. This was the first time this art 
form has been presented in another part of the country. With 
a short introduction and time for a few questions afterward, 

Michael showed the short pieces of classical or light-classical 
music that he interpreted visually with ever-changing moving 
patterns of colored light rear-projected onto a large two-sided 
screen (see still photographs).

After this we went to the Education Room where Christian 
Hitsch for the first time ever showed images of his own 
creative work over the years on a large flat-screen television, 
although he asked the audience to receive what he saw as 
somewhat inadequate photographs “with a generosity of spirit” 
and commented in reference to Michael’s preceding light-art 
performance, “All pictures are lifeless after this wonderful 
color show.” . . .

To conclude the evening, I showed several short films from the 
twentieth-century tradition of “visual music,” to complement 
Michael’s light-art performance. These included three works 
by Oskar Fischinger, including a segment from his black-and-
white “Mystic Rose” wax-cut animations from the 1920s when 
he was very interested in anthroposophy, as well as two later 
colored films, one silent (Radio Dynamics of 1942) and one 
visualizing music (Allegretto of 1936 to 1943). These were 
followed by two films by American Jordan Belson (who was 
influenced by Fischinger) that abstractly visualized music, 
Samadhi from 1967 and Epilogue from 1984. Unfortunately, 
the colors of all of these films were too pale and “washed out,” 

since the brightness control on the monitor was unknowingly 
turned all the way up (we realised only afterward). . . .

[Michael Howard was asked at the end of the conference to 
present something from his Light Art Workshop] After thanking 
David Adams for building the tabletop wooden screen, frame, 
and light stand that was used, Michael said that his main 
interest was just to introduce to the west coast this new art 
form of “light art” through his workshop and performance 
the previous evening, in the hope that some individuals might 
“catch the bug” and develop their own way of working with 
moving light. He began his workshop by presenting two of his 
musical light-art pieces, described the differing approaches 
of his colleagues in the east, and then showed everyone the 
backstage set-up and just how moving colored light effects were 
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produced (back-projected) onto the screen. After discussion, 
David then presented a slide talk of a brief history of this art 
form within anthroposophy, beginning with Rudolf Steiner’s 
1918 initiative with Jan Stuten to form a new “light-play-art” 
as a counterforce to the influence of cinema. After further 
questions and discussion, for the rest of the workshop time the 
participants were free to explore the equipment and improvise 
their own effects, both on the screen and on the wall of the 
room. Michael also brought to the plenum a few examples 
of the “decorated mirrors,” the “compositions” he uses like a 
“palette” to project moving light forms by manipulating special 
flashlights onto them and mentioned his ongoing search to find 
materials with appropriately “reflective surfaces” as well as 
different pieces of music to make visual (see photograph). 

Responding to several questions, Michael mentioned his 
efforts to find an objective ground for work in the new light 
art, such as working with the qualities of the directions the 
light forms can move. “I start by improvising with a new piece 
of music before I find the design for it.” He creates a design 
to use for one piece of music only, “like an instrument.” “My 
light-art work is an exploration over time, trying to make a 
bridge between our inner experience of (musical) qualities and 
painting. Creating a veil painting might take an artist as long as 
ten months, but with light art you can do something right away 
that makes it visible. Like the moving color and light used in 
eurythmy, the light artist is himself making the movement of 
color and light happen in the moment. Forms, directions of 
forward-backward, up-down, and diagonal movements – all 
this becomes a living experience. “

Michael’s light-art work sparked a lot of positive interest and 
comments/discussion among the closing plenum participants. 
Several workshop participants and audience members made 
additional comments, which I will report here somewhat 
incompletely from my notes, only sometimes identifying the 
speakers: “Effects could range from showers of bits of color 
to streaming, flowing colors. We could experience a high 
level of creativity and initiative, participating in the moment 
and exploring artistically out of the musical element. This is 
the creation of a threshold art anew that can also work back 
on the human being to help freely balance the effects of our 
mechanical, damaging modern world.” “This gives us a new 
world of exploration, and I am very interested to see where 
it leads and how you can lift it up. Thank you for bringing 
this.”  “I also felt an expression of the life of the heart that 
was healing and had a huge impact.” Ted Mahle: “I feel like 
I saw the spiritual world in front of me, with all nine groups 
of angels visible in front of my eyes.” Patricia Fenkel: “This 

seemed to me like what we will experience on the other side (of 
the threshold), “trailing clouds of glory.” Elements of eurythmy 
are very much present – for example, in how Michael moves 
the flashlight in relation to movement in the music.”

Question: “I understand thar Liane Collot d’Herbois’s goal in 
painting was to get people to paint etheric life and inwardly 
experience it through the will and mind – life out of color. In 
your work, do you plan it in any structured physical-etheric-
astral way? As an image of the astral light?

Michael Howard: “I do not approach creating light music with 
any conceptual analysis of the music. My method is more 
playful. I mostly experiment with all manner of materials and 
objects that reflect different forms of colored light when I shine 
a light source on them. When I have a new reflective surface, 
I improvise with it to see what kind of moving colored light 
forms it creates on a screen. I playfully improvise to different 
pieces of music to see if the effects I can create have any 
relationship to the qualities of a particular piece of music. It 
is by playful repetition over weeks or even months that I find 
ways to refine and develop the visual effects so they come 
closer to being in accord with the music. As with any art this 
requires mastering outer materials and tools in technical ways. 
Probably, there are still some mechanistic elements in this art 
form.  Just as a eurythmist spends a lifetime mastering her 

physical movement to make visible the living movement of 
the etheric world, similarly, I work at how to move physical 
light in a way that evokes the world of living spiritual light. I 
am hopeful that others will come along who have a stronger 
musical background and will be better able to further develop 
‘light music.’ In the future I hope also to develop ‘moving light 
paintings’ not tied to a piece of music but able to stand on their 
own as pure experiences of moving colored light.”

Brian Gray: Thank you for bringing this new art form to us. 
In some of the visual music films shown last night the visuals 
still seemed a bit arbitrary, with no real lawfulness. Michael 
had more of a lawfulness to his pieces. I hope he will continue 
to try to find the vocabulary for this art form. My question for 
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the future is: Will a lawful vocabulary of light-dark and color 
movement emerge?” 
Unknown participants: “I was critical at first of this new art. 
But then, experiencing it, I felt my soul moving and responding 
to the way the music and colored light interacted together.”
Victoria Temple: “I wished the moving colors would slow 
down to single tones. I wanted a more immersive experience 
of feeling it around me.” 
Anne Riegel-Koetzsch: “I was longing for a pure tone from live 
musical instruments rather than recorded music. It also seemed 
to have a kind of luciferic quality. I would look for something 
more grounded in conscious work with relationships between 
musical intervals and colors. A musical education should be 
part of practicing this art form.” 
Bert Chase: “You could ask someone who has synaesthesia 
about tone-color relationships. This could give a direction for 
principles.” 
David Adams: “One problem with this ‘lawfulness’ idea is that 
there has been a lot of variability and different schemes among 
those who over the decades have tried to pin down color-tone 
or color-interval relationships and qualities or effects. There 
even is more than one scheme ascribed to Rudolf Steiner. 
Anny von Lange also did some interesting research on 
people’s perceptions of the relationships between forms and 
musical intervals. Such things also always have to be worked 
out within – and as modified by – a specific artistic context or 
composition.” . . .

(excerpted from issue #42, Autumn/Winter 2014)

were open to the public, both shown on the same wood-framed 
flat screen with various operators behind creating the effects 
seen by the audience on the front of the screen: 1) The English 
folk tale of “The Hedley Kow” was offered in a colored-light 
shadow-puppet version with live music and singing by artists 
Katie Schwerin, Leah Rainy, Nathaniel Williams, etc.); and 
2) The light-art presentation of the recorded Eric Whittaker 
2000 choral musical composition “Sleep” was presented by 
Nathaniel and Katie. 

“The Hedley Kow” is a legend about a mischievous elemental 
being who bestows its blessings and friendship on a very 
accepting and hopeful old woman (who passes its progressive 
trials or temptations of gifts of a pot of gold, silver, iron, and 
stone).  This was presented to a delighted group of adults and 

Art Convergence Two

This second, shorter Art Convergence, sponsored by the 
Free Columbia initiative in Philmont, NY,  was held from 

August 9 to 11, 2017. The invitations to the event, attended 
by just over twenty artists from far and wide (including Israel, 
Finland, Minnesota, California, and Oregon) briefly presented 
the theme and gave a variety of books, online essays, and 
videos as suggested preparatory material. . . .

Evening Artistic Presentations, August 11 
Katie Schwerin (with others) 
First up were two performances prepared and directed by Katie 
that presented her artistic medium of “moving colored light” and 
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visiting children with changing colored lighting, silhouetted 
figures and scenes, and occasional “special effects” along with 
related instrumental music, sound effects, and an original, 
very catchy song by Leah Rainy performed with group voices, 
guitar, recorder, and rhythm instruments (with the behind-the-
screen effects handled by “Emma and Christopher”).

“Sleep” was presented with Nathaniel operating the mixing 
box for the ever-changing colored lights (mounted to rear-
project different colors from both sides behind the screen) 
and Katie achieving an amazing variety of formal colored 
effects that visually interpreted the music simply by sensitively 
manipulating a large cut piece of flat, thin “posterboard” from 
behind the screen (see photograph above). The lyrics of “Sleep” 

are from an artistic depiction of the process of sleep in a poem 
by Charles Anthony Silvestri. Katie has posted a video of her 
version of the “light-art” performance at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Ce_Vb9ctP-0 as well as a “behind the screen” 
version at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3GZjP0ylTqk.

(escerpt from issue #48, Autumn/Winter, 2017)

21Above & right: Still shots from the “Sleep”light-art performance

Still shot from the “Sleep” light-art performance by Eric Whitacre

Art Convergence Three 
From A Report by Kelly Beekman

From the Preparation: Artwork and Response
At the Art Convergence preparation meeting on March 4, 
2018, Katie Schwerin showed a video of her color light-art 
performance titled Dusk (see 3 still images. below and next 
page).



One “beginning of a response” to this was a watercolor by Ella 
Lapointe (see image below), which she characterized as an 
exploration of space elements in relation to the time elements 
of the video, the experience of the video not having been as 
yet transformed for her into a finished thing to be expressed 
through an artistic instrument.

The ensuing discussion concerned these pieces, different 
artistic mediums, and the viewer’s fluency in them in relation 
to the experience of content; this was contrasted with the 
question of when a piece is actually mature. A difference was 
noted between bringing complementary pieces and direct 
responses. Another topic was the balance between solitary 
creation and what works between us: Can we facilitate as well 
as collaborate? . . .

Laura Summer: “I have been making a puppet – anything that 
can be used to create a visual image of a story is a puppet. My 
mylar, my one-performance puppet.  [Note: Laura’s “puppet” 
is made of two long sheets of plastic mylar, one white and one 
transparent, upon which are drawn and hand-stamped images 
that illustrate her poem.  When the mylar is slid over the surface 
of the overhead projector, the images are projected and move 
across the screen in time to the cadence of the recited poem. 
See photos..] . . .

When darkness fell, we all crowded into the living room, 
where our two puppet shows were presented. “After a Long 
Rain,” created by Laura Summer, was the first presentation. 

Two overhead projectors were aimed to create a single lighted 
image on the dark wall.  On each projector one of the two mylar 
“puppets” was slid over the top of the projector surface. As 
Jason Healy read the poem aloud, the mylar was moved by 
the puppeteers, so that the movement of the images created an 
artistic, visual rendition of the poem. The poet, Leif Garbisch, 
was present in the audience and showed much enthusiasm for 
the project. . . .
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Laura drawing on her puppet for After a Long Rain performance + below

After a Long Rain rehearsal, transparent mylar puppetry



(excerpt from isssue #50, Autumn/Winter 2018)

My only concluding comment to this chronicle from the Art 
Section Newsletter of  recent American experiments and re-
flections on possible forms and techniques for a new moving 
colored “light-play-art” or “visual msuic” is that too many of 
the presentations were on a smaller-scale, “pupper-theater” di-
mension to presnt a fully viable alternative to the cinema as 
Steiner originally envirsioned. But many intersting attempts 
and methods have been developed that can be useful in forging 
such a new cinematic art held within a sphere of live human 
control and imagination.

Further Articles on Contemporary Artists of 
Interest for Developing a Light-Play-Art

“Exhibition Review: Jennifer Steinkamp’s Colored Pro-
jecions,” Art Section Newsletter #28 Spring-Summer 2007, p. 
24-26 + color insert.

“The Electronic Light Art of Leo Villareal, Rudolf Steiner’s 
Light-Play-Art, and the Time-Image, Art Section Newsletter, 
#36 Autumn-Winter 2011, pp. 21-26 + color insert (see above 
reproduction of this article).

“Review of Joshua Llight Show Performance,” Art Section 
Newsletter #39 Spring-Summer 2013, p. 12-14, 24.

“Miwa Matreyek: A Performance Art Review,” Art Section 
Newsletter #42 Autumn-Winter 2014, pp. 66-71.
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